Introduction {#sec1-1}
============

Treatment of cancer with ionizing radiation is a very common method in the medical practice \[ [@ref1] \]. The main goal in Radiation Therapy (RT) is to reach more treatment gains including the ratio of the dose received by the cancer tissue to that received by the healthy tissue \[ [@ref2] \]. External beam RT (EBRT) usually imposes a considerable amount of radiation to healthy organs increasing the complications after RT in the organ at risks (OAR) along with the risk of secondary cancers \[ [@ref3] \]. In addition to the new approaches in EBRT like intensity modulated RT \[ [@ref4] \], there is a good and easily available opportunity in delivering the dose more wisely and precisely to the cancer tissue by means of brachytherapy \[ [@ref5] \], especially for prostate, cervix, and vaginal cases \[ [@ref6] \]. Due to the low time duration of treatments, High Dose Rate (HDR) brachytherapy with dose rates more than 12 Gy per hour has become more common recently for treating patients \[ [@ref7] \]. The source structure with dimensions of about a few centimeters made HDR brachytherapy more interesting to be used in clinics. The cobalt and iridium sources are being used in clinical practices with gamma energies of 1.38 and 0.8 MeV, respectively \[ [@ref8] \]. In treatment planning systems, choosing the source type and source activity, are critical factors affecting the dose distribution, the treatment response, and the post-RT complications \[ [@ref9] \]. On the other hand, it is critical to calculate the exact radiation dose imposed to healthy organs as well as tumors. These exact measurements and calculations leads to increasing the cancer dose to maximum extent without exceeding the tolerable doses related to important Organ at Risks (OARs). There are software and guidelines available to calculate the absorbed dose of any desired place in or adjacent to the treatment region. It is recommended to calibrate them and validate the output of these software to have better treatment responses and less complications in the clinic \[ [@ref10] \]. Physical measurement of the radiation dose prevents technical and calculation errors as well as post-RT problems \[ [@ref11] \]. Gafchromic film dosimetry is accepted in the dose verification \[ [@ref12] , [@ref13] \], especially in 2D dose distribution \[ [@ref14] , [@ref15] \]. In this study, the aim is to compare the dose distribution and the dosimetric data of our treatment planning system (HDR Plus from Flexitron company) based on the American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) Task-Group 43 (TG 43) algorithm along with measurements of 2D radiation dose using Gafchromic film dosimetry for two commercially available sources of Cobalt-60 and Iridium-192.

Material and Methods {#sec1-2}
====================

Phantom Design {#sec2-1}
--------------

For this analytical study, a phantom was designed and made to simulate the BALTAS phantom from Pi Medical Ltd Company. This phantom was made from plexiglass with the density of 1.2 gr/cm^2^. As shown in [Figure 1](#JBPE-10-299-g001.tif){ref-type="fig"}, there are 6 slabs of plexiglass and the thickness of each slab is 2 cm. There are 4 rows of shots and one of them is in the central axis. The first (upper) layer consists of no shot. The 1^st^ and 2^nd^ rows of shots are 3 cm away from the central axis while the 3^rd^ and 4^th^ rows are 5.5 cm away.

![Dedicated phantom made in our lab and the applicator placed in it.](JBPE-10-299-g001){#JBPE-10-299-g001.tif}

The BALTAS phantom was modified to be suitable for the applicator and sources .This phantom contains several layers to seed placements. The source with the activity of 1.88 Ci for Cobalt-60 and 6 Ci for Iridium-192 was placed in determined points. Small rectangles with the sizes ranging from 2.5 to 4 cm^2^ were created using the laser incision in the 3^rd^ and 4^th^ slabs of phantom to place the applicator. The nasopharynx applicators were used to plant the seeds.

Dose Calculation Formalism {#sec2-2}
--------------------------

According to the recommendation of TG-43, the rate distribution of absorbed dose around a brachytherapy source can be determined using the following formula \[ [@ref16] - [@ref19] \]:

$Ḋ\left( {r,\theta} \right) = s_{k}.\Lambda.\frac{G\left( {r,\theta} \right)}{G\left( r_{0},\theta_{0} \right)}.g\left( r \right).F\left( {r,\theta} \right)$ (1)

Where *Λ* is the dose rate constant, *G(r,θ)* is the geometry function, *g~L~(r)* is the radial dose function, and *F(r,θ)* is the anisotropiy function.

The dose rate constant is obtained from equation 2 as follows:

$\Lambda\frac{Ḋ\left( {r,\theta} \right)}{s_{k}}$ (2)

The radial dose function, *g(r)*, describes attenuation in the tissue of photons emitted from source. The radial dose function is described as follows:

$g\left( r \right) = \frac{Ḋ\left( r,\theta_{0} \right)}{Ḋ\left( r_{0},\theta_{0} \right)}.\frac{G\left( r_{0},\theta_{0} \right)}{G\left( r,\theta_{0} \right)}$ (3)

The geometry function also is defined as the following formula:

$G_{p}\left( {r,\theta} \right) = r^{-2}$ (4)

$G_{l}\left( {r,\theta} \right) = \begin{Bmatrix}
\frac{\beta}{LrSin\theta} & {if\ \theta\neq 0\ degree} \\
\left( r^{2} - \frac{l^{2}}{4} \right)^{-1} & {if\ \theta=0\ degree} \\
\end{Bmatrix}$ (5)

"L" is the line source approximation used for the geometry function. *β* is the angle, in radians, subtended by the tips of the hypothetical line source with respect to the calculation point *P(r,θ)* \[ [@ref20] \].

The anisotropy function *F(r,θ)*, is defined as:

$F\left( {r,\theta} \right) = \frac{Ḋ\left( {r,\theta} \right)}{Ḋ\left( r,\theta_{0} \right)}.\frac{G\left( r,\theta_{0} \right)}{G\left( {r,\theta} \right)}$ (6)

Source description {#sec2-3}
------------------

Applied HDR sources of the present study, Flexisource ^60^Co and mHDR-v2 ^192^Ir (Elekta, Netherlands), are shown in [Figure 2](#JBPE-10-299-g002.tif){ref-type="fig"}. Moreover, the detailed information about the design and material components of both sources can be found in AAPM-ESTRO Report No. 229 \[ [@ref21] \].

![HDR sources of present study (a) Flexisource ^60^Co and (b) mHDR-v2 ^192^Ir.](JBPE-10-299-g002){#JBPE-10-299-g002.tif}

Then, computed tomography (CT) images with 110 kVp, 300 mAs, and 0.6mm slice thickness were acquired to yield 3D images of X-Ray markers placed in the holes to measure and verify the accurate position and distance of the holes. The shots are made of metal material; therefore, they can be localized precisely on CT images. The 3 plane images were reviewed and the size and distances were measured carefully on Siemens CT workstation. The images were transported to treatment planning software HDR Plus (Flexiplan) to verify the software localization tool. The angular dose distribution in 5 layers were calculated using this software based on the TG43 AAPM report. The treatment plan then transported to the applicator using the Multi-score software. These calculations were recorded to be compared with the film dosimetry measurements.

The standard calibration of Gafchromic was done by Shinva (6-MV) LINAC by exposing the film to doses ranging from 0.5 to 12 Gy.

The two-dimensional dose distribution was assessed by measuring radial and angular functions along with film dosimetry. The Gafchromic EBT3 films prepared from Ashland company were used to measure the dose. The films were placed along the phantom as shown in [Figure 3](#JBPE-10-299-g003.tif){ref-type="fig"}.

![Calibration films](JBPE-10-299-g003){#JBPE-10-299-g003.tif}

In 45 channels of angular distribution, the radiation dose was calculated and measured to assess the accuracy of TPS system in several positions.

Two sources of ^60^Cobalt and ^192^Iridium were used to irradiate and compare with the activities of 1.88 Ci and 6 Ci, respectively. The sources were situated in a dedicated place between 2^nd^ and 3^rd^ slabs and 10 seconds irradiation was implemented for both types of sources.

Statistical Analysis {#sec2-4}
--------------------

The difference between the calculated dose (D~TPS~) and the measured dose (D~film~) was investigated for all 45 channels of the angular distribution. The percent of relative error was defined as formula 1. The errors were plotted and the paired T-test was used to compare them statistically. The Microsoft excel and SPSS IBM software were used to perform these calculations.

${RE} = \frac{D_{film} - D_{TPS}}{D_{TPS}} \times {100(percent)}$ (7)

Results {#sec1-3}
=======

There is negligible difference between two methods to estimate the D~TPS~ and D~film~. The range of difference (in percent) was -5 percent to +6 percent error. There are angle-related changes in dose estimation errors which is not statistically significant (Paired test, P\>0.05). [Figure 4](#JBPE-10-299-g004.tif){ref-type="fig"} shows the RE of two sources used in this study. The horizontal axis shows the angle of measurement and the vertical axis is the relative error. The bias and the relative error in calculation are positive (D~film~\>D~TPS~) for small and large angles (\<20 and \>110), while the RE is lower than zero (D~film~\<D~TPS~) for angles close to 50 degrees. The mean error and range of them for 5 channels are presented in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, the mean error is the same for 5 channels and there is no statistically significant difference among them (P\>0.05). There is no difference between RE between two sources of cobalt and iridium (student T-test. P\>0.05).

![Average relative error percent for both of sources.](JBPE-10-299-g004){#JBPE-10-299-g004.tif}

###### 

Error range and average for both of sources of Ir and Co.

                      Channel 0   Channel 1   Channel 2   Channel 3   Channel 4
  ------------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- -----------
  **Absolute mean**   3.85        4.1         4.38        4.48        4.61
  **Max**             5.89        5.26        5.48        6.01        5.84
  **Min**             0.45        1.24        0.96        1.32        0.56

Discussion {#sec1-4}
==========

Discrepancies between the calculated dose and the real dose were measured by simulating the situation using dedicated phantom. Other than the assessment of the average value, we did this experiment for a range of angular distribution to have reliable data using 2D film dosimetry. According to the angular distribution, there is a correlation between the angle and the relative error. This lack of accuracy in dose calculation in certain angles can affect the treatment response, especially for the margins close to sensitive vulnerable healthy organs where the tolerance dose is very important. It should be considered according to the position of the calculation point, to ensure that the whole tumor receives adequate lethal dose while the healthy tissue damage remains at an acceptable level. There are uncertainties in the dose calculation conducted by TPS software. Some of the errors are predictable and some of them are random while the predictable bias can be corrected. The absolute error in the dose calculation compared with measurements is less than 6 percent, which is acceptable and consistent with former studies done using Gafchromic 2D dosimetry \[ [@ref17] , [@ref22] - [@ref24] \]. Ayyobian et al. reported that the uncertainties in the dose calculation for Cobalt sources are lower than 4 percent \[ [@ref22] \] and Williamson reported 5 percent difference in calculation and measurements \[ [@ref17] \]. In the present study, a phantom suitable for the brachytherapy measurement and simulation was designed and made. The verification by 3D CT images shows accuracy and good details of the phantom. The calibration data were acceptable and curves were created to obtain the accurate dose data. The difference between our results and other same published data is lower than 2 percent. It can be concluded with confidence that clinical treatment in this study is in good agreement with other research studies. However, there are many sources of discrepancies. The errors can be due to errors in film calibration, TPS calculations, film maintenance, and calibrations in the source activity. This deviation may partly be attributed to the physical difference in the construction of the source models. In the cases with significant non-negligible RE, the treatment plan can be altered to obtain the accurate and reliable data of the dose distribution. Moreover, these data can be considered as calibration factors in TPS data or given to medical physicists and radiation oncologists as a guideline to avoid discrepancies

.

Conclusion {#sec1-5}
==========

The dose calculations carried out based on treatment planning systems using two most common sources of 60-Cobalt and 192-Iridium in the clinical practice are reliable in treatments of patients and the accuracy of treatment and calculation can increase by calculating calibration factors along with the ratio of measurement and TPS output for different angles.
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